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complete, thoroughgoing system-that explains everything by natural process and

by development from a very simple beginning into a very complex situation that

we have today. I have here a book called , "Evolution, Genetics, and Eugenics,"

by Professor Newman of the University of Chicago. It is a survey of the whole
unfortunately,

m atter of evolution;/u esti-oftaby, it's about thirty years old now, but it has

an introduction of what evolution is, and sôme of the definitions that he gives

makes very clear that what I just said is not extreme thought, that evolution is

as properly held by its leaders means that everything has come about by purely
start

natural processes and have developed naturally from simple/to a complex,

involved situation that we have today. And, now of course it is isn't quite as
because

simple as this would make it look,/Our belief'in God involves the belief that

God has spoken, that He has given us His Word which we can fully trust and

can depend upon. Therefore, if you believe in God who has created the universe

and who has spoken, then anything that He says about the way in which He did

it is to be taken as final, and we cannot accept any evblutionary theory that

contradicts His word. But the unfortunate thing is that through the ages people

have fastened their own theory upon the Word of God. All men like to create

systems and they like, to make a beautiful extent of the system in which they

will find a part and another part in the Word and then build the rest on imagination,

they make this system and then say this system is what the Bible teaches. Then

when somebod4roves something in our system that probably was never in the

Bi ble at all , the young folks who have been trained under, us think we have been

proven incorrect and the Bible is false , and they just slide right over it. I was

real sad ten years ago to hear a scientist who became president of a fine, Christian
scientific
organization telling how as a young man he said that the people among whom he
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